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Why Madagascar?

• ”Madagascar” is an interesting name, is there any relation with ”Penguins
of Madagascar”?

• Madagascar can generate fantastic figures.

• Flexibility in organizing our documents and manuscripts.

• A collection of open-source codes.
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Reproducible Research

• ”Claerbout’s principle” — an article about computational science in a sci-
entific publication is not the scholarship itself, it is merely advertising of
the scholarship. The actual scholarship is the complete software develop-
ment environment and the complete set of instructions which generated the
figures [Fomel and Claerbout, 2009]. (SEPlib)

• Dave Donoho’s approach was to make sure that the details underlying the
datasets, simulations, figures and tables were all expressed uniformly in the
standard language and computing environment Matlab, and made available
on the internet, so that interested parties could reproduce the calculations
underlying that paper [Donoho et al., 2009]. (WaveLab, SparseLab)

• Sergey Fomel et. al. developed Madagascar: open-source software project
for multidimensional data analysis and reproducible computational experi-
ments [Fomel, 2015]. (Madagascar)
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Benefits from Reproducible Research

• If everyone in a research team knows that everything they do is going to
someday be published for reproducibility, they will behave differently and
will do better work [Donoho et al., 2009].

• It is a fundamental fact that in striving for reproducibility, we are producing
code for the use of strangers. Developing for a stranger means avoiding
reliance on this soft, transient knowledge; more specifically, codifying that
knowledge objectively and reproducibly.

• There are some very important ’strangers’ in our lives: Our co-authors, Our
students and Future Employers · · · .

• More citation, more attention and more influence · · · .
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Motivation

• The intensive computation and huge storage requirement rooted in Q-RTM
prevents it from being extended into practical application, especially for
large-scale 2D or 3D case.

• The emerging graphics processing unit (GPU) computing technology, built
around a scalable array of multithreaded Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs),
presents an opportunity for accelerating Q-RTM much further when appro-
priately exploiting the GPU architectural characteristics.

• This report presents cuQ-RTM, a CUDA-based code package that imple-
ments Q-RTMs based on a set of stable and efficient strategies, such as
the adaptive stabilization scheme and checkpointing-assisted reconstruction
method.
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Motivation

• This cuQ-RTM can run in a Multi-level Parallelism (MLP) fashion, either
synchronously or asynchronously, to take advantages of all the CPUs and
GPUs available, while maintaining impressively good stability and flexibility.

• This report aims at outlining the architecture of cuQ-RTM code package
and underlining some program optimization schemes.

• How to efficiently reorganize my codes in a Madagascar manner? How can
I contribute my work to Madagascar (Migration Gallery)?
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Overview of Q-RTM

We first introduce the general principle of Q-RTM in the framework of constant-
Q wave equation with DFL, which is proposed by Zhu and Harris [2014] as
follows


1
c2
∂2p

∂t2
(x, t)− η(−∇2)γ+1p(x, t)− τ ∂

∂t
(−∇2)γ+ 1

2 p(x, t) = δ(xs)f(t),

p(x, t) = ∂p

∂t
(x, t) = 0, x ∈ Ω, t < 0,

(1)

where the proportionality coefficients of two fractional Laplacians, separately
stands for dispersion and absorption, are given by

η = −c2γ0 ω−2γ
0 cos(πγ), (2)

and
τ = −c2γ−1

0 ω−2γ
0 sin(πγ). (3)
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Overview of Q-RTM

Treeby et al. [2010] and Zhu et al. [2014] stated that amplitude compensa-
tion and phase correction based on this decoupled equation can be achieved by
reversing the absorption proportionality coefficient in sign but leaving the equiv-
alent dispersion parameter unchanged. Zhu et al. [2014] implemented Q-RTM
applying the zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition

I(x) =
∫ T

0
ps(x, t)pr(x, t)dt, (4)

where the source wavefield ps(x, t) and receiver wavefield pr(x, t) are compen-
sated simultaneously.
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Overview of Q-RTM

Then Q-compensated source wavefield ps(x, t) satisfies


1
c2
∂2ps
∂t2

(x, t)− η(−∇2)γ+1ps(x, t) + τ
∂

∂t
(−∇2)γ+ 1

2 ps(x, t) = δ(xs)f(t),

ps(x, t) = ∂ps
∂t

(x, t) = 0, x ∈ Ω, t < 0.
(5)

and Q-compensated receiver wavefield pr(x, t) is the solution of the following
compensated equation

{ 1
c2
∂2pr
∂t2

(x, t)− η(−∇2)γ+1pr(x, t) + τ
∂

∂t
(−∇2)γ+ 1

2 pr(x, t) = δ(xr)g(x, T − t),
g(x, t) = p(x, t), x ∈ xr, t ∈ [0, T ],

(6)
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Forward Modelling in cuQ-RTM

First of all, we adopt the generalized Fourier pseudospectral method [Carcione,
2010] to define the wavenumber response of the fractional Laplacians, e.g.

(−∇2)γ(x)+1p(x, t) = F−1 {|k|2γ(x)+2F [p](k, t)
}
, (7)

where F and F−1 denote the forward and inverse Fourier transforms, respec-
tively, and |k| is the norm of the complex wavenumber vector. Using the general-
ized Fourier pseudospectral method, we transform equation 1 into the wavenum-
ber domain

1
c2(x)

∂2p

∂t2
(k, t)−η(x)|k|2γ(x)+2p(k, t)−τ(x) ∂

∂t
|k|2γ(x)+1p(k, t) = δ(x−xs)f(t),

(8)
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Reconstruction in cuQ-RTM

In order to relieve extensive data storage and burdensome disk I/O and thus
reach a reasonable compromise between the computer memory requirement and
computational complexity, we propose an efficient wavefield reconstruction strat-
egy named CATRC. Here we denote reconstructed wavefields as q(x, t), which
is the solution of


1
c2
∂2q

∂t2
(x, t)− η(−∇2)γ+1q(x, t)− τ ∂

∂t
(−∇2)γ+ 1

2 q(x, t) = δ(x∂Ω)h(x, T − t),
h(x, t) = ps(x, t), x ∈ ∂Ω, t ∈ [0, T ],
q(x, t) = ps(x, t), t ∈

{
Ci | i ∈ [0, Nc − 1]

}⋃{
T, T −∆t

}
,

(9)

where ∂Ω is boundary of space Ω, h(x, t) are forward wavefields distributed on
∂Ω, which are reversed in time and enforced as the Dirichlet boundary condition
for source wavefield reconstruction. Ci denotes checkpoint, and Nc is the number
of checkpoints.
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Stabilization in cuQ-RTM

Mathematically speaking, compensated viscoacoustic wave equations 5 and 6 are
severely ill-posed due to the presence of the compensating term +τ∂t(−∇2)γ+1/2p(x, t).
In this section, we propose an adaptive stabilization scheme for Q-RTM to sup-
press unwanted high-frequency artifacts.

s(k, l∆t) = S(k, l∆t)
S(k, (l − 1)∆t) = 1 + σ2e2ξ2(l−1)∆t

1 + σ2e2ξ2l∆t
, l = 2, 3, . . . , n. (10)
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Architecture of cuQ-RTM code package

Memory manipulationMemory manipulation

ModuleModule

Multi-level parallelismMulti-level parallelism

CPUCPU GPUGPU

KernelKernel

Figure: Architecture of cuQ-RTM code package.
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Memory manipulation

1. Declaration

• struct MultiGPU

2. Malloc

• cuda Device malloc(. . .)

3. Free

• cuda Device free(. . .)
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Memory manipulation

File: /home/wyf/Xprojects/Xcodes/cu…m/cudaQRTM_Marmousi_aco/struct Page 1 of 1

struct MultiGPU
{

cufftHandle PLAN_FORWARD;
cufftHandle PLAN_BACKWARD;

// host (variables needs to cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost)

cufftComplex *u0, *u1, *u2;

float *seismogram_obs;
float *seismogram_dir;
float *seismogram_syn;
float *seismogram_rms;

float *image_sources, *image_receivers;
float *image_cor, *image_nor;

// devices (variables needs to cudaMemcpyHostToDevice)
int *d_r_ix;

float *d_ricker;

float *d_vp, *d_Gamma;

cufftComplex *d_u0, *d_u1, *d_u2;
cufftComplex *d_u0_inv, *d_u1_inv, *d_u2_inv;

int *d_t_cp;
float *d_u_cp;

float *d_kx, *d_kz;
float *d_kfilter, *d_kstabilization;

cufftComplex *d_uk, *d_uk0;
cufftComplex *d_uk_inv, *d_uk0_inv;
cufftComplex *d_Lap_uk, *d_amp_uk, *d_pha_uk;

cufftComplex *d_Lap, *d_amp_Lap, *d_pha_Lap;

float *d_seismogram;
float *d_seismogram_rms;

float *d_borders_up,*d_borders_bottom;
float *d_borders_left,*d_borders_right;

float *d_u2_final0, *d_u2_final1;

float *d_image_sources,*d_image_receivers;
float *d_image_cor, *d_image_nor;

};

Figure: struct MultiGPU
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Module

1. Forward:

• cuda visco PSM 2d forward(. . .)

2. Reconstruction

3. Backward

4. Imaging

• cuda visco PSM 2d backward(. . .)
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Kernel

1. Initialization

• cuda kernel initialization(. . .)

• cuda kernel initialization images(. . .)

2. K-space operator

• cuda kernel visco PSM 2d forward k space(. . .)

• cuda kernel visco PSM 2d reconstruction k space(. . .)

• cuda kernel visco PSM 2d backward k space(. . .)

3. stabilization

• cuda kernel AdaSta(. . .)

• cuda kernel filter2d(. . .)
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Kernel

4. X-space operator

• cuda kernel visco PSM 2d forward x space(. . .)

• cuda kernel visco PSM 2d reconstruction x space(. . .)

• cuda kernel visco PSM 2d backward x space(. . .)

5. Absorbing boundary condition

• cuda kernel MTF 2nd(. . .)

6. Update

• cuda kernel update(. . .)
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Code example

File: /home/wyf/Xprojects/Xothers/analytical solutions/code/code.c Page 1 of 1

//CUFFT_FORWARD
cufftExecC2C(plan[i].PLAN_FORWARD,

plan[i].d_u1,plan[i].d_uk,CUFFT_FORWARD); 

cuda_kernel_visco_PSM_2d_forward_k_space<<<dimGrid,dimBlock,0,plans[i].stream>>>
(

beta1, beta2,
it, nt, ntx, ntz, dx, dz, dt, 
plan[i].d_vp, plan[i].d_Gamma, averGamma, f0, Omega0,
plan[i].d_kx, plan[i].d_kz,  
plan[i].d_uk, plan[i].d_uk0, 
plan[i].d_Lap_uk, plan[i].d_amp_uk, plan[i].d_pha_uk

);

//CUFFT_INVERSE
cufftExecC2C(plan[i].PLAN_BACKWARD,

plan[i].d_Lap_uk,plan[i].d_Lap,CUFFT_INVERSE);

if(beta1!=0)
{

cufftExecC2C(plan[i].PLAN_BACKWARD,
plan[i].d_pha_uk,plan[i].d_pha_Lap,CUFFT_INVERSE);

}

if(beta2!=0)
{

if (beta2<0)
{

cuda_kernel_filter2d<<<dimGrid,dimBlock,0,plans[i].stream>>>
(ntx, ntz, dx, dz, plan[i].d_kfilter, plan[i].d_kx, plan[i].d_kz, 
plan[i].d_amp_uk, kx_cut, kz_cut, taper_ratio);

}

cufftExecC2C(plan[i].PLAN_BACKWARD,
plan[i].d_amp_uk,plan[i].d_amp_Lap,CUFFT_INVERSE);

}

cuda_kernel_visco_PSM_2d_forward_x_space<<<dimGrid,dimBlock,0,plans[i].stream>>>
(

beta1, beta2,
it, nt, ntx, ntz, nx, nz, L, dx, dz, dt, 
plan[i].d_vp, plan[i].d_Gamma, averGamma, f0, Omega0,
plan[i].d_seismogram, plan[i].d_r_ix, ss[is+i].r_iz, 
rnmax, plan[i].d_ricker, ss[is+i].s_ix, ss[is+i].s_iz,
plan[i].d_u0, plan[i].d_u1, plan[i].d_u2,
plan[i].d_Lap, plan[i].d_amp_Lap, plan[i].d_pha_Lap,
plan[i].d_borders_up, plan[i].d_borders_bottom, 
plan[i].d_borders_left, plan[i].d_borders_right,
plan[i].d_u2_final0, plan[i].d_u2_final1,
Sto_Rec, vp_type

);

Figure: Code example.
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Examples

(a) (b)

Figure: Marmousi model: (a) velocity model and (b) Q model, which contains a
high-attenuation band exhibiting an extreme attenuating property with Q = 50.
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Examples

(a) (b)

Figure: Seismogram from Marmousi model using viscoacoustic wave equation: (a)
clean and (b) noisy.
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Examples

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure: Migrated image of Marmousi model: (a) acoustic, (b) viscoacoustic and (c)
compensated.
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Examples

Figure: Migrated image of Marmousi model: (a) acoustic.
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Examples

Figure: Migrated image of Marmousi model: (b) viscoacoustic without compensation.
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Examples

Figure: Migrated image of Marmousi model: (c) viscoacoustic with compensation.
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Computation

• Modelling kernel: PSM + Streamed CUFFT.

• Size of model: (234 + 2× 20)× (663 + 2× 20)

• Number of Shots: 40

• Sample of time: 2000

• Running time: 820.850479 s
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Conclusions

• With only a single machine with one Nvidia GPU cards, cuQ-RTM can be
around 40 times as fast compared with the conventional CPU implementa-
tions.

• cuQ-RTM based on a set of stable and efficient strategies, such as the adap-
tive stabilization scheme and checkpointing-assisted reconstruction method,
can run in a Multi-level Parallelism (MLP) fashion to take advantages of all
the CPUs and GPUs available, while maintaining impressively good stability
and flexibility.

• Testing cu-QRTM on multi-node cluster with multi-GPUs.
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Discussion: How will we use Madagascar?

• Can we only adjusting the interface in our familiar codes without major
reversion to call functions in Madagascar? and how?

• Converting our binary data into RSF and then generating figures. (2D
sfbin2rsf, 3D rsf-create in Matlab API, echo · · · )

• How to standardize our reproducible research? to construct our own Library?
and to contribute our work to Madagascar?
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Thank you!
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